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[~]
[adj.]
[adv.]
[art.]
[cf.]
[Ch.]
[DBE]
[esp.]
[etc.]

[Fr.] 
[Ger.]
[Gk.]
[Hi.]
[interj.] 
[It.]
[Jap.]
[MLB]
[n.]
[obs.]
[past]
[pl.]
[PRC]
[prep.]
[pres.]
[prog.]
[Rom.]
[S]
[Scot.]
[SEA]
[SF]
[Sp.]
[SS]
[ST]
[UK]
[US]
[v.]

[X only]

approximate, circa
adjective
adverb
article
compare with or see also
Chinese 
Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire
especially
etcetera (and so on) Used to indicate that a list is too 
long to give in full
French 
German
Greek
Hawaiian
interjection
Italian
Japanese
Major League Baseball
noun or name
obsolete
past tense
plural
People’s Republic of China
preposition
present tense
progressive tense
Roman
Scrabble
Scotland/Scottish
South East Asia
Science Fiction
Spanish
Super Scrabble
Star Trek
UK Scrabble
US Scrabble
verb

The word is intended for reference and crossword 
puzzles (that’s what the “X” means). The word may also 
be used as a “phony” in Scrabble to bluff the opponent. 
Use this word at your own risk.

ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used in the book.
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W

It’s All Greek
To Me!

The 24 letters of Greek alphabet and their 
pluralized versions can be used in Scrabble. 

CURRENT GREEK 
ALPHABET

 

ALPHA (+S)
BETA (+S)
GAMMA (+S)
DELTA (+S)
EPSILON (+S)
ZETA (+S)
ETA (+S)
THETA (+S)
IOTA (+S)
KAPPA (+S)
LAMBDA (+S)
MU (+S)
NU (+S)
XI (+S)
OMICRON (+S)
OMIKRON (+S) [Same as omicron]
PI (+S)
RHO (+S)
SIGMA (+S)
TAU (+S)
UPSILON (+S)
PHI (+S)
CHI (+S)
PSI (+S)
OMEGA (+S)
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Greek Words

ABIOSIS (ABIOSES) [n. The 
absence of life]
ACADEMY (ACADEMIES)
ACANTHUS (+ES)
ACME (+S)
ACROPOLIS (+ES) [n. The 
citadel in ancient Greek towns]
AEDES [n. A genus of mosquito, 
including the one that carries 
yellow fever. From the Greek 
word meaning “distasteful”].
AGAPE
AGON (+S or +ES) [n. A contest 
in ancient Greece in which prizes 
were awarded in various events, 
including athletics, drama, 
music, and poetry]
AGORA (+S or +E) [n. A 
marketplace or a place of 
assembly in ancient Greece]
AMAZON (+S, +IAN, +ITES) 
AMBROSIA (+S, +L, +N) [n. 
Food of the gods] 
AMNESIA (+S) [n. (1) Greek 
for “forgetfulness”, (2) A partial 
or total loss of memory. Word 
was finalized in the late 18th 
century. ]
ANANKE [n. A compelling 
necessity in ancient Greek 
mythology or an ultimate fate to 
which even the gods must yield.]
ANALYSIS (ANALYSES)
ANATHEMA (+S, +TA) [n. The 
act of consigning to damnation]
ANGELUS (+ES) [n. Roman 
Catholic prayers]
ANOREXIA
ANTHRAX
ANTI
APHRODITE (+S)
APOCALYPSE (+S) [v. To 
uncover]

APOLLO (+S) [n. The Greek 
god of the sky, light, and music, 
(2) A large tropical butterfly]
APOSIOPESIS 
(APOSIOPESES) [n. Breaking 
off in the middle of a sentence] 
APOSTLE (+S)
APOTHEOSIS 
(APOTHEOSES) [n. (1) A model 
of excellence or perfection of 
a kind, (2) The elevation of a 
person to the rank of a god]
APSIS (APSIDES)
ARGONAUT (+S)
ARISTOTLE (+S) [n. (1) An 
ancient Greek philosopher, (2) 
Australian slang for a bottle - 
UK only]
ARTHRITIS
ASKOS (ASKOI) [n. An oil or 
wine jar]
ASTHMA
ATHEIST (+S)
ATHLETES
ATLAS (+ES)
AURAE [n. Gk. winged nymphs 
of the breezes]
AURA [n. Titan goddess of the 
breeze]
AUTO
AUTOGRAPH (+S)
AUTOMATON (AUTOMATA)
AXON
BASIS (BASES) [n. The 
underlying support or foundation 
for an idea, argument, or 
process]
BEMA (+S or +TA)  [n. A 
platform in a synagogue]
BIO (+S)
BOUSOUKI (+S or +A) [n. 
Same as BOUZOUKI]
BOUZOUKI (+S or +A) [n. A 
Greek stringed instrument]
CALAMATA (+S) [n. A large 
black olive grown in Greece]

CALYPSO (+S or +ES)
CANEPHOR (+S) [n. A female 
sculpted Greek figure carrying a 
basket on her head]
CANTHARI [n. pl. of 
CANTHARUS]
CANTHARUS [n. A large, two-
handled drinking cup from in 
ancient Greece and Rome - UK 
only] 
CATHARSIS (CATHARSES) 
[v. To purge or purify]
CHENIX [n. Same as 
CHOENIX - UK only]
CHILIOI (+S) [n. Greek for 
number 1000 - UK only]
CHITON (+S) [n. A woolen 
tunic worn by men and women 
in ancient Greece]
CHLAMYS (+ES or 
CHLAMYDES) [n. A short, fine 
woolen cloak exclusively worn 
by men in ancient Greece from 
the 5th to 3rd centuries BCE]
CHOENIX [n. A dry measure 
used in ancient Greece - UK 
only]
CLIMAX [n. (1) Ladder, (2) 
Climax]
COMMA (+S or +TA) [n. a 
fragment of a few words or feet 
in ancient prosody]
COSMOS (+ES) [n. The 
universe seen as a well-ordered, 
harmonious, whole. Since this 
word encompasses everything 
one would expect that there 
would be no need for a plural - 
but there is!]
COTYLE (COTYLAE) [n. An 
ancient Greek drinking cup - UK 
only]
CYLIX (CYLICES) [n. A 
shallow drinking cup with two 
handles, also KYLIX]

Over 250 Greek words acceptable in Scrabble
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DACTYLS [n. Magicians on the 
island of Crete]
DECATHLON (+S) [n. An 
athletic competition comprising 
of ten different events]
DEMOS (+ES) [n. People of an 
ancient Geek state]
DERMA (+S) [n. A layer of 
skin] 
DIGAMMA (+S) [n. The sixth 
letter of the early Greek alphabet 
pronounced as “w.” It became 
obsolete in many Greek dialects 
before the Classical period.]
DIPLOMA (+S or +TA)
DISCOBOLUS (DISCOBOLI) 
[n. A discus thrower in ancient 
Greece - UK only]
DOGMA (+S or +TA)
DRACHMA (+S or +E or +I) [n. 
An ancient Greek coin]
ECCENTRICITY
ECHO (+S or +ES)
EGO (+S)
ELLIPSE (+S)
ELYSIAN
ENIGMA (+S or +TA)
EON (+S) 
EPARCH (+S) [n. The governor 
or prefect of a district in Greece]
EPHEBE (+S) [n. Same as 
EPHEBUS (a young man of 
Ancient Greece)]
EPHEBOS (EPHEBOI) [n. 
Same as EPHEBUS]
EPOCH (+S, +AL, +ALLY)
ERGON (+S) [n. (1) Work or 
business, (2) A unit of work or 
energy - UK only]
EROS
ETHOS
EUPATRID (+S or +AE) [n. An 
aristocrat of ancient Athens]
EUREKA
EXODOS (EXODOI) [n. The 
final scene or departure, esp. of a 
tragedy, in ancient Greek drama]
FATES
FETA (+S) [n. A cheese]
FLOKATI (+S) [n. A Greek 
hand woven thick rug made out 
of wool]

GENESIS (GENESES)
GIGA (+S)
GLIA (+S) [n. The supporting 
tissue that binds nerve tissue. 
From the Greek word meaning 
“glue”]
GRAPH (+S)
GYMNASIUM (+S)
HADES [n. The god and place 
of the dead]
HALOS
HAMADRYAD (+S or +ES) [n. 
A wood-nymph]
HAPAX (+ES) [n. A word that 
occurs only once]
HARPY (HARPIES)
HEBE (+S) [n. (1) The goddess 
of youth and spring, (2) A 
member of a genus of shrubby 
plants]
HELIO (+S) [n. A signaling 
mirror]
HELIOS [n. The sun god] 
HEPTATHLON (+S) [n. An 
athletic competition comprising 
of seven different events]
HERCULES (+ES) [n. (1) A 
Greek mythological hero noted 
for his strength, (2) A man of 
great size and strength]
HERMA (+S or +E or +I) [n. 
A rectangular, tapering, stone 
statue bearing a carved head or 
bust used as a boundary marker 
in ancient Greece]
HERO (+S or +ES)
HETAERA (+S or +E) [n. A 
courtesan or mistress, esp. one 
in ancient Greece akin to the 
modern geisha]
HIEROGLYPH (+S)
HIPPO (+S) [n. “Water horse”]
HIPPOCAMPUS
HIPPOPOTAMUS (+ES)
HOMER [n. The writer]
HOPLITE (+S) [n. A heavily 
armed soldier of ancient Greece]
HYDRA (+S)
HYDRO [n. Water]
HYMEN (+S)
HYMN (+ED, +ING, +S)
HYP (+O) [Sub, under]
HYPER [Super, over]

HYPERBOLA (+S or +E)
HYPERBOLE (+S) [n. An 
exaggeration to illustrate a point 
or to make an impression]
HYPHEN (+S, +ED)
IRIS (+ES) [n. (1) Greek for 
rainbow, (2) Goddess and 
personification of the rainbow 
and messenger of the gods to 
humanity]
IRONIC
ISOBAR (+S) [Word is Greek 
but coined in ~ 1864]
KALAMATA (+S) [n. Same as 
CALAMATA]
KALYPTRA (+S) [n. A thin 
veil worn by women of ancient 
Greece over the face and as a 
headdress]
KATHARSIS (KATHARSES) 
n. A cleansing]
KERYGMA (+S or +TA) [n. 
The preaching of the gospel]
KILO (+S)
KORE (+S) [n. (1) The daughter 
of Zeus and Demeter in Greek 
mythology, (2) An ancient Greek 
statue of a standing young 
woman and wearing long loose 
robes, +S is UK only]
KOUROS (KOUROI) [n. A 
Greek statue of a young male]
KRYPTON (+S) [n. An inert 
gaseous element. The word is 
Greek but this definition dates 
only from 1898]
KUDOS
KYLIX (+ES or KYLIKES) [n. 
A shallow drinking cup with two 
handles, also CYLIX]
LAMIA (+S or +E) [n. An 
ancient Greek monster with the 
head of a serpent and the breasts 
of a woman]
LARNAX (LARNAKES) [n. A 
small terracotta coffin or box to 
hold cremated ashes or human 
remains of ancient Greece - UK 
only]
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LAURA (+S or +E) [n. A type 
of monastery of Palestine, esp. 
one of a group of hermitages 
surrounding a church]
LEMMA (+S or +TA) [n. A 
statement taken to be true in 
philosophy]
LEPTON (LEPTA) [n. A former 
coin of Greece. It was minted for 
about 1000 years.]
LOGO (+S)
LECYTHUS (LECYTHI) [n. 
An ancient Greek vase used to 
hold oils and ointments]
MAENAD (+S or +ES)
MAGMA (+S or +TA)
MANIA [n. Spirits of madness, 
insanity, and frenzy]
MARE (+S)
MEDUSA (+S or +E) [n. (1) 
A Gorgon monster in Greek 
mythology. She is characterized 
by having venomous snakes as 
her hair and a hideous face that 
turns onlookers into stone, (2) A 
type of  jellyfish]
MEGA
MEGARON (+ARA) [n. An 
ancient Greek room]
MENTOR (+S) [n. Advisor to 
Telemachus, son of Odysseus]
MERCURY
META [After, added]
METAMORPHOSIS 
(METAMORPHOSES) [n. 
Transformation; change shape]
METER (+S) [n. Mother 
goddess] 
METRO (+S)
MICRO (+S)
MINE (+S) [n. An ancient Gk. 
coin worth 100 DRACHMAS] 
MINOTAUR (+S) [UK only]
MOMUS (+ES or MOMI) [n. 
Gk. god of ridicule and shame]
MONO [Alone]
MORPH (+S) [From]
MUSE (+S) [n. A goddess or 
spirit that inspires artists]
MYOPIA (+S) [n. Near or short 
sightedness]

MYTH (+S)
NARCISSUS (+ES)
NECROPOLIS (+ES) [n. 
A large cemetary of ancient 
Greece]
NEMESIS (NEMESES) [n. 
Goddess of revenge]
NEON
NEUROMA (NEUROMATA)
NEURON
NOME (+S) [n. A Greek 
province]
NYMPH (+S)
OASIS (OASES)
OBELISK (+S)
OBOL (+S or +I) [n. A coin of 
ancient Greece]
OBOLUS [n. Same as of 
OBOL]
OCTOPUS (+ES or OCTOPI 
or OCTOPODES) [n. A sea-
dwelling nocturnal animal with 
eight arms. Note about OCTOPI: 
Grammarians got this plural 
wrong in the 17th century and 
the error has stuck with us ever 
since. The word is Greek in 
origin, not Latin.]
ODYSSEY (+S)
OENOMEL (+S) [n. An ancient 
Greek drink of wine and honey]
OINOMEL (+S) [n. Same as 
OENOMEL]
OLPE (+S or OLPAE) [n. A 
Greek jug]
OREAD (+S) [n. A mountain 
nymph in Gk. mythology]
OUROBOROS [n. A circular 
symbol depicting a snake or a 
dragon, swallowing its tail, as an 
emblem of wholeness or infinity 
- UK only]
OUZO (+S) [n. A Greek anise-
flavored alcoholic drink]
PAN (+S) [n. God of shepherds, 
flocks, and the wild. His name 
means “all”] 
PANDORA (+S)
PANES [n. Human-goat hybrids 
descended from Pan]
PARA [Beyond, against]

PARABOLA (+S)
PARADOX (+ES) [n. A 
statement that is, or has the 
appearance of being, self-
contradictory]
PASTITSO (+S) [n. A Greek 
dish]
PATHOS [n. A quality that 
arouses emotions] 
PEGASUS (+ES) [UK only]
PELTAST (+S) [n. A soldier of 
ancient Greece who carried a 
light shield]
PENTATHLON (+S) [n. An 
athletic competition comprising 
of five different events]
PEPLOS (+ES) [n. A body-
length garment worn by women 
in ancient Greece]
PETASOS (+ES) [n. (1) Hermes’ 
winged hat, (2) A wide-brimmed 
hat worn by the ancient Greeks]
PHALANX (+ES) [n. A military 
formation] 
PHILOSOPHY 
(PHILOSOPHIES) [n. Love of 
wisdom]
PHOBIA (+S)
PHOEBE (+S) [n. A TITAN 
goddess]
PHONE [Voice]
PHOTO (+S) [Light]
PHYSIS (PHYSES) [n. A Greek 
theological, philosophical, and 
scientific term usually translated 
into English as “nature”, “the 
principle of growth in nature, or 
“change in nature”]
PITA (+S)
PLASMA (+S) [n. (1) The 
colorless fluid part of blood, 
lymph, or milk, (2)  in which 
corpuscles or fat globules are 
suspended, (2) An ionized gas 
consisting of positive ions and 
free electrons typically occurring 
at low pressures or very high 
temperatures]
POD (+S) [Foot]
POLIS (POLEIS) [n. Most 
commonly translated as city-
state, it can also mean citizenship 
and body of citizens]
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SOMA (+S or +TA)
SOUVLAKI (+S) [n. A Greek 
shish kabob consisting of small 
pieces of meat and sometimes 
vegetables]
SPARTAN [adj. Barren, 
disciplined, without luxuries]
STADE (+S) [n. (1) A foot race 
in the Ancient Olympics. It was 
the only event for approximately 
fifty years, (2) The distance of 
the run (~180 meters). The word 
became the basis of the word 
STADIUM]
STAMNOS (STAMNOI) [n. A 
broad-shouldered, round-shaped 
Greek jar, with a low foot and a 
low neck - UK only]
STEMMA (STEMMATA)
STEMMA (+S or +TA) [n. A 
scroll recording the genealogy of 
a family in ancient Rome]
STIGMA (STIGMATA)
STOMA (+S or +TA) [n. A 
mouth]
STROPHE (+S) [n. A part of 
an ancient Greek choral ode in 
during which the chorus moves 
to the left]
SYLLABUS (+ES or 
SYLLABI)

(BIO+, CHEMO+, NUCLEO+, 
PARA+, PHOTO+, PSYCHO+, 
RE+) SYNTHESES [pl. of 
SYNTHESIS]

(BIO+, CHEMO+, NUCLEO+, 
PARA+, PHOTO+, PSYCHO+, 
RE+) SYNTHESIS [n. A 
combination or composition]

TANTALUS (+ES) [n. (1) A 
king who for his crimes was 
condemned in Hades to stand in 
water that receded when he tried 
to drink it, and with fruit hanging 
above him that receded when 
he reached for it, (2) A case for 
wine bottles]
TELE [Far off]

PRO [Before]
PROBOSCIS (PROBOSCISES 
or PROBOSCIDES) [n. A long, 
flexible snout]
PROTEUS (+ES) [n. A sea god 
who served Poseidon]
PSEUDO (+S) [Not authentic, 
false]
PSEUDONYM (+S)
PSYCHE
PYRRHIC (+S)
PYTHON (+S)
PYXIS (PYXIDES) [n. A vase 
with a cover used by the ancient 
Greeks and Romans]
RETSINA (+S) [n. A resin-
flavored Greek wine]
RHAPSODE (+S) [n. A 
professional performer of epic 
poetry in ancient Greece]
RHOMBUS (+ES) [n. A 
parallelogram with four equal 
sides.]
RHYTON (+S or RHYTA) [n. 
An ancient Greek drinking horn]
SAN [n. An archaic letter of 
the Greek alphabet used as an 
alternative to Sigma to denote 
the sound “S”]
SARCOMA (+S or +TA) [v. To 
produce or grow flesh]
SARCOPHAGUS (+ES)
SATYR (+S, +IC, +ID, LIKE) 
SCHEMA (+S or +TA)
SEMIOSIS (SEMIOSES) [n. (1) 
Any form of activity, conduct, 
or process that involves signs, 
including the production of 
meaning, (2) The process of 
signification in language or 
literature. Word is Greek but was 
coined in the early 20th century]
SILENUS
SIREN (+S)
SKYPHOS (SKYPHOI) [n. A 
two-handled deep wine-cup used 
in ancient Greece]

TETANUS (+ES)
TETRA (+S) [Four]
THALLUS (+ES) [n. Young 
branch or green shoot]
THESIS (THESES) [n. A 
statement or theory that is put 
forward as a premise to be 
maintained or proved]
THERMOS
THESAURUS (+ES) [n. A 
Greek treasure house]
TITAN (+S)
TITANESS (+ES)
TOMB (+S)
TONUS (+ES)
TRAPEZOID (+S, +AL)
TRAUMA (+S or +TA)
TRIGON (+S) [n. A triangular 
harp or lyre]
TYPHON (+S) [n. A sea 
monster]
TYPHUS (+ES) [Stupor caused 
by fever]
TZATZIKI (+S) [n. A Greek 
yogurt dish]
URAEUS (+ES) [n. The serpent 
found on Egyptian headdresses]
UROBOROS [n. Same as 
OUROBOROS] 
XENIA (+S) [n. The ancient 
Greek concept of hospitality, the 
generosity and courtesy shown 
to those who are strangers. The 
word, however, was coined circa 
1895.]
XENOPHOBIA (+S) [n. Fear of 
strangers or foreigners. Word is 
Greek but was coined ~ 1900]
ZONE
ZOON (+S or ZOA) [n. An 
animal that grows from a 
fertilized egg]
ZYGOMA (+S or +TA)
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Hebrew Help (and Yiddish) 
The names of the Hebrew letters, including their pluralized forms, are all legal words. 

Two items of note. First of all, this list is alphabetized by English, not Hebrew. So the 
third letter in this list is not necessarily the third letter in the Hebrew alphabet. 

Second, the many alternate English spellings of Hebrew sounds makes this alphabet 
list longer than the actual Hebrew alphabet of 22 letters.

SADE (+S)
SADHE (+S)
SADI (+S)
SAMECH (+S)
SAMEK (+S)
SAMEKH (+S)
SHIN (+S)
SIN (+S)
TAV (+S)
TET (+S)
TETH (+S)
TSADE (+S)
TSADI (+S)
VAU (+S)
VAV (+S)
VAW (+S)
WAW (+S)
YOD (+S)
YODH (+S)
ZAYIN (+S)

AIN (+S)
ALEF (+S)
ALEPH (+S)
AYIN (+S)
BES (+ES)
BETH (+S)
CHETH (+S)
DALEDH (+S)
DALETH (+S)
FE (+S)
FEH (+S)
GIMEL (+S)
HE (+S)
HEH (+S)
HET (+S)
HETH (+S)
KAF (+S)
KAPH (+S)
KHAF (+S)
KHAPH (+S)
KHET (+S)
KHETH (+S)
KOPH (+S)
LAMED (+S)
LAMEDH (+S)
MEM (+S)
NUN (+S)
PE (+S)
PEH (+S)
QOPH (+S)
RESH (+ES)
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Hebrew and Yiddish words (over 450 words)
ABBA (+S)
AGGADA (+S, +H)
AGGADIC
AGGADOT (+H)
AGORA
AGOROT (+H) 
AIN (+S) 
ALEF (+S)
ALIYA (+S, +H) [n. The 
immigration of Jews to Israel]
ALIYOS
ALIYOT
ALLELUIA 
AMEN (+S)
ARIEL
AYIN 
BAAL (+IM) 
BABEL 
BAGEL (+S)
BEHEMOTH (+S)
BEMA
BETHEL 
BIALI (+ES)
BIALY 
BIMA (+H) 
BLINTZ (+ES) [n. A thin 
rolled pancake filled with 
cheese or fruit and then fried 
or baked]
BLINTZE (+S) [n. Same as 
BLINTZ]
BORSCHT
BORSHT 
BOYCHICK (+S)
BOYCHIK (+S)
BRIS [n. The Jewish rite of 
circumcision performed on 
a male child, usually on the 
eighth day of his life]
BRISS [n. Same as BRIS]
BRITH (+S) [n. Same as 
BRIS]
BUBALE 
BUBBIES 
BUBBY 
BUND
BUNDIST 
BUPKES 
BUPKUS 

CABALA [n. A Jewish 
doctrine based on hidden 
meanings in sacred texts]
CABALISM 
CABALIST 
CABBALA (+H) [n. Same as 
CABALA]
CANTOR 
CAPH 
CHACHKA 
CHADAR (+IM) 
CHADOR 
CHADRI 
CHALAH
CHALEH
CHALLA (+H) 
CHALLOT (+H)
CHALOT (+H)
CHALUTZ
CHATCHKA
CHATCHKE 
CHAZAN (+S or +IM) [n. 
Chief singer in a synagogue]
CHAZZAN [n. Same as 
CHAZAN]
CHAZZEN [n. Same as 
CHAZAN]
CHEDER 
CHERUB (+S or +IM or 
+IMS) 
CHOLENT 
CHUPPA (+S) 
CHUPPAH (+S) 
CHUTZPA (+S) 
CHUTZPAH (+S)
COCKAMAMIE 
COCKAMAMY
COR [n. Same as KOR]
DALEDH
DALETH 
DAVEN
DIBBUK (+IM)
DOVEN 
DRECK (+Y)
DREIDEL
DREIDL 
DREK 
DUNAM 

DYBBUK (+S or +IM) [n. 
A demon or lost soul in 
Judaism]
ECHT [Real, genuine]
EPHA (+H) 
EPHOD (+S) [n. A vestment 
worn by ancient Hebrew 
priests]
ERUV (+S or +IM) [n. An 
enclosed area in which Jews 
are permitted to carry on 
activities normally forbidden 
on the Sabbath]
FALAFELS 
FARFAL
FARFEL 
FELAFEL (+S)
FLANKEN 
FLEISHIG 
GALILEE (+S)
GANEF
GANEV
GANOF 
GELT 
GENTILE (+S)
GERAH 
GOLEM (+S)
GONEF
GONIF (+S) 
GONOF
GONOPH 
GOY (+S or +IM, ISH) 
HABDALAH (+S)
HADARIM 
HAFTARA (+S) [n. A short 
selection from the Prophets 
read on every Sabbath in a 
Jewish synagogue following 
a reading from the Torah]
HAFTARAH (+S) [n. Same 
as HAFTARA]
HAFTAROT (+H) [n. Same 
as HAFTARA]
HAFTORAH [n. Same as 
HAFTARA]
HAFTOROS [n. Same as 
HAFTARA]
HAFTOROT (+H) [n. Same 
as HAFTARA]
HAGADIC
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KOR [n. A Hebrew unit of 
capacity equal to about 230 
liters]

(+NON, +UN) KOSHER1 
KOSHER2 (+ED, +ING, +S) 
[“Fit” or “acceptable”]

KREPLACH [n. A dish made 
of liver or meat and pasta]
KREPLECH  [n. Same as 
KREPLACH]
KUCHEN 
KUGEL 
KVELL (+S) 
KVELLED 
KVELLING 
KVETCH (+Y) 
KVETCHER 
KYBOSH 
LANDSMAN (LANDSLEIT, 
LANDSMEN)
LATKE 
LECHAYIM 
LEHAYIM 
LEVIATHAN (+S) [n. A sea 
monster]
LIRA
LIROT (+H) [n. A former 
monetary unit of Israel (1948-
80)]
LOX (+ES)
MACABRE
MACHZOR 
MAFTIR 
MAHZOR (+S or +IM) [n. A 
prayer book]
MAMALIGA 
MAMZER 
MANNA (+S)
MARRANO 
MASHGIACH 
MASHGIAH
MASHGICHIM 
MASHGIHIM
MATSAH
MATZA (+H) 
MATZO (+H)
MATZOT (+H) 
MAVEN

JUBILE (+S)
JUBILEE (+S)
JUDAS (+S)
KAB
KABALA [n. Same as 
CABALA]
KABALISM 
KABALIST 
KABBALA (+H) [n. Same as 
CABALA]
KADDISH (+IM) 
KAPUT (+T) 
KASHA 
KASHER (+ED, +ING) 
KASHRUT (+H) 
KEESTER
KEISTER
KEYSTER
KHAF
KHAPH 
KHAZEN 
KHET (+H) 
KIBBITZ (+ER) 
KIBBUTZ (+IM) 
KIBITZ (+ED, +ING, +ES)
KIBITZER (+S)
KIBOSH
KIDDUSH 
KIESTER 
KIKE 
KIPPA (+S) [n. A yarmulke]
KIPPAH (+S) [n. Same as  
KIPPA]
KISHKA
KISHKE 
KITTEL 
KLEZMER (KLEZMORIM) 
KLUTZ (+ES, +Y) 
KNAIDEL (+S) [n. A Jewish 
dumpling]
KNAIDLACH [n. A pl. of 
KNAIDEL]
KNEIDEL (+S) [n. Same as 
KNAIDEL]
KNEIDLACH [n. A pl. of 
KNEIDEL]
KNESSET (+S) [n. The 
parliament of Israel]
KNISH 
KOPH 

HAGGADA (+S, +H) [n. 
Passover service] 
HAGGADIC 
HAIMISH 
HALACHA
HALACHIC
HALACHOT (+H)
HALAKAH (+S) [n. Jewish 
law based on the Talmud]
HALAKHA (+S) [n. Same as 
HALAKAH]
HALAKHIC 
HALAKHOT [n. Same as 
HALAKAH]
HALAKIC 
HALAKIST
HALAKOTH [n. Same as 
HALAKAH]
HALAL (+S) 
HALAVAH 
HALLAH
HALLAL
HALLEL 
HALLOT (+H) 
HALLUCAL 
HALUTZ (+IM) [Same as 
CHALUTZ]
HALVA (+H) 
HAPHTARA 
HAPHTAROT (+H) 
HAPHTOROT 
HAVDALAH 
HAZAN (+S or +IM) [Same 
as CHAZAN]
HAZZAN [Same as 
CHAZAN]
HEBE 
HEBRAIZE 
HEDER
HEIMISH 
HIN 
HŌMER [n. Same as KOR; 
literally, “heap”]
HORA (+H) 
HOSANNA (+H) 
HUMMUS 
HUPPAH 
HUTZPA (+H) 
JEHU 
JEREMIAD 
JEROBOAM
JEZEBEL (+S) [Chaste]
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OI
OMER 
OY 
PARASHAH
PARASHIOTH 
PARASHOT (+H) 
PAREVE 
PARVE
PASCAL (+S)
PASCHAL (+S)
PASSOVER (+S)
PATZER (+S)
PEACENIK 
PHARAOH (+S)
PHARISEE (+S) 
PHILISTIA 
PHILISTINE (+S) 
PHILISTINISM (+S) 
PISH 
PISHER 
PLOTZ (+ED) 
POGROM 
PRUTA (+H)
PRUTOT (+H)
PUTZ (+(ED, +ING, +S) 
QABALA (+H, HS, S) [n. 
Same as CABALA]
QABALISM (+S)
QABALIST (+S)
QABALISTIC
RABBI (+S, +NATE, +NIC, 
+NISM)
RABBONI 
REBBE 
REHOBOAM (+S) [n. (+1) 
The son of Solomon of 
ancient Judah, (+2) A large 
wine bottle] 
RUGALACH
RUGELACH 
SABBATH (+S)
SABBATICAL (+S)
SABRA 
SCHAV 
SCHLEP (+P) 
SCHLOCK (+Y) 
SCHLUB 
SCHLUMPY 
SCHMALTZ (+Y)
SCHMALZ (+Y)
SCHMATTE 

MAVIN
MAYVIN 
MAZELTOV [interj. Used 
to express good luck, good 
wishes, or congratulations]
MAZUMA 
MECHITZA (+AS, +OT)
MEGILLA (+H) 
MELAMED (MELAMDIM) [n. 
A teacher in a Jewish school]
MENORAH (+S)
MENSCH (+EN)
MENSH 
MESHUGA (+H)
MESHUGGA (+H)
MESHUGGE 
MESSIAH (+S)
MEZUZA (+H) 
MEZUZOT (+H) 
MIDRASH (+IC, +IM, +OS, 
+OT, +OTH) [n. Commentary 
on Hebrew Bible]
MIKVAH
MIKVEH
MIKVOTH 
MILCHIG [adj. Relating to 
dairy products]
MINYAN (+S or +IM)
MISHMASH
MISHMOSH 
MITSVAH
MITSVOTH 
MITZVAH
MITZVOTH
MOHALIM 
MOHEL (+S or +IM)
MOMSER
MOMZER 
MOSHAV (+IM) [n. Hebrew 
for “settlement”, it is a 
cooperative Israeli village or 
settlement comprised of small 
farms]
NACHAS
NACHE (+S) 
NEATNIK (+S) 
NEBBISH (+Y) 
NOODGE 
NOSH (+ER)
NUDNICK
NUDNIK 
NUDZH (+ED) 

SCHMEAR (+S) [n. A set of 
related things]
SCHMEER (+ED, +ING, +S) 
[n. Same as SCHMEAR]
SCHMO (+ES) [n. Same 
SHMO]
SCHMOE (+S) [n. Same 
SHMO]
SCHMOOSE
SCHMOOZ (+ER)
SCHMOOZY 
SCHMUCK (+S) 
SCHNECKE (+N) 
SCHNOOK 
SCHNORKEL 
SCHNORRER 
SCHNOZ (+ES) [n. A nose]
SCHNOZZ (+LE) 
SCHTICK
SCHTIK 
SCHUL (+S or +N) [n. Same 
as SHUL]
SCHVARTZE (+S)
SCHWARTZE (+S)
SEDARIM 
SEDER 
SELAH 
SEMITIST 
SERAPH (+S, +IC)
SERAPHIN (+IM) 
SHABBATOT 
SHADCHAN 
SHADKHAN 
SHALOM (+S) [Peace]
SHAMES
SHAMMAS (+IM)
SHAMMASH (+IM)
SHAMMES
SHAMMOS 
SHAMOS (+IM) 
SHEENEY
SHEENIE 
SHEGETZ 
SHEKEL (SHEKALIM or 
SHEKELIM or SHEQALIM) 
[n. An ancient unit of weight 
and money]
SHEQEL (+S) [n. Same as 
SHEKEL] 
SHIBAH 
SHICKER
SHICKSA 
SHIKKER 
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SHIKSA
SHIKSE
SHITTAH 
SHITTIM 
SHIVA (+S)
SHIVAH (+S)
SHIVITI (+S) 
SHKOTZIM 
SHLEMIEHL
SHLEMIEL 
SHLEP (+P) 
SHLOCK (+S, +Y) [n. 
Merchandise that is shoddy]
SHLUB (+S) 
SHLUMP (+Y) 
SHLUMPED 
SHMALTZY 
SHMEAR 
SHMO (+ES) [n. A person 
who is a jerk, a fool, boring, 
stupid, or obnoxious. In other 
words, one who you do NOT 
want to meet.]
SHMOE (+ES) [n. Same 
SHMO]
SHMUCK (+S)
SHNOOK 
SHNORRER 
SHOFAR (+OTH)
SHOFAR (+S or 
SHOFROTH) [n. A ram’s-
horn trumpet formerly used 
by Jews as an ancient battle 
signal and now used in 
Jewish religious ceremonies]
SHOLOM (+S) 
SHOPHAR
SHOPHROTH 
SHTETL (+S)
SHTETLACH 
SHTICK (+Y)
SHTIK
SHUL (+S or +N) [n. A 
synagogue]
SHVARTZE (+S)
SIDDUR 
SPIEL (+ED, +ING, +S)
SPIELER (+S) 
SPRITZ (+ED, +ING, ES) [v. 
To spray]
SPRITZER (+S)
SUCCAH
SUCCOTH

TSORIES [n. Same as 
TSURIS]
TSORIS  [n. Same as 
TSURIS]
TSORRISS [n. Same as 
TSURIS]
TSOURIS [n. Same as 
TSURIS]
TSURIS (+ES) [n. A series of 
misfortunes]
TUMMLER 
TUSHIE
TUSHY 
TZADDIK (+IM) [n. Same as 
ZADDIK]
TZADDIQ (+S) [n. Same as 
ZADDIK - UK only]
TZIMMES
TZITZIS
TZITZIT (+H)
TZURIS
ULPAN (+IM) 
YAD (+S) [n. A hand-held 
pointer used for reading the 
Torah - UK only]
YAHRZEIT 
YAMALKA (+S)
YAMULKA 
YARMELKE
YARMULKE 
YENTA
YENTE 
YESHIVA (+S) [n. A talmudic 
school]
YESHIVAH (+S) 
YESHIVOT (+H) 
YOM (+IM) [n. Word meaing 
“day” and typically used in 
the names of various Jewish 
holidays]
YUTZ (+ES)
ZADDIK (+IM) [n. An upright, 
virtuous person] 
ZAFTIG 
ZIGGURAT (+S)
ZIKKURAT (+S)
ZIKURAT (+S)
ZILCH (+ES)
ZIZIT (+H) 
ZOFTIG 
ZUZ (+IM) [n. An ancient 
silver Hebrew coin - Not 
WWF]

SUKKOT (+H)
SYNAGOG (+AL)
SYNAGOGUE (+S) 
TAHINI 
TAIGLACH
TALLIS (+ES or +IM) 
TALLIT (+n. Same as 
TAKKITH) 
TALLITH (TALLITHIM or 
TALEYSIM or TALLITHES or 
TALEYSIM or TALLAISIM) [n. 
The traditional prayer shawl 
worn by Jewish men]
TALLITIM 
TALLITOTH 
TALMUDIC (+AL)
TALMUDISM (+S)
TCHOTCHKE (+S) [n. 
Yiddish word meaning, “an 
attractive, unconventional 
woman”]
TCHOTCHKE 
TEFILLIN 
TEIGLACH [n. A small, 
knotted pastry boiled in a 
honeyed syrup]
TEL 
TERAPH (+IM) [n. An ancient 
Jewish household god or the 
image of one]
TEREFAH 
TORA (+S) [n. Same as 
TORAH]
TORAH (+S or TOROT or 
TOROTH) [n. The central 
reference of Judaism. It 
includes the first five books 
of the bible (the Pentateuch) 
and sometimes other written 
works and/or rabbinic 
commentaries]
TRAYF [adj. Not prepared 
according to Jewish law]
TREF (+AH) 
TREYF [Same as TRAYF]
TSADDIK (+IM) [n. Same as 
ZADDIK]
TSADDIQ (+S) [n. Same as 
ZADDIK - UK only]
TSATSKE (+S) 
TSIMMES 
TSOORIS [n. Same as 
TSURIS]
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En Español
ADIOS
ADOBE (+S)
ALA [Wing]
ALAMO (+S)
ALCAZAR (+S)
ALGUACIL (+S) [n. A 
constable in a Spanish 
speaking country]
ALPACA (+S) [n. A 
domesticated LLAMA with 
long silky fleece]
ALTO
AULA (+S) [n. A classroom - 
UK only]
AMA (+S) [n. A mistress or a 
woman in charge]
AMIGA (+S) [n. A female 
friend]
AMIGO (+S) [n. A male 
friend]
AMOLE (+S) [n. A Mexican 
species of agaves, used as 
a substitute for soap]
ANDANTE (+S)
ANGEL
ANTES
AQUA (+S) [n. Water]
ARENA (+S)
ARMADA (+S)
ARMADILLO (+S)
ARROYO (+S) [n. Steam]
AS
AULA (+S) [n. Spanish for 
“classroom” - UK only]
AUSUBO (+S) [n. A large 
South American tree]
AVOCADO (+S or +ES) [n. 
A pear-shaped fruit with a 
rough leathery green skin 
native to Central America 
and cultivated elsewhere, 
esp. in the Americas]

BACALAO (+S) [n. Dried 
and salted cod]
BACTERIA
BAJADA (+S) [n. Spanish 
for slope, this term is 
specifically defined as : “A 
broad slope of debris spread 
along the lower slopes of 
mountains by descending 
streams, usually found in 
arid or semiarid climates” - 
UK only]
BANDA (+S) [n. A style of 
Mexican dance music]
BARILLA (+S) [n. (+1) A 
bushy plant, (+2) An impure 
alkali formerly made from 
the ashes of burned plants, 
esp. saltworts]
BARRACUDA (+S)
BARRIO (+S)
BE
BOLERO (+S)
BOLIVIA [n. A woolen cloth ]
BONANZA [n. Prosperity]
BONITA (+S) [Pretty, young, 
feminine]
BONITO (+S or +ES) [(1) 
Great, wonderful, beautiful, 
(2) A type of striped tuna]
BOSQUE
BOTA (+S) [n. (1) Boot, (2) A 
soft pouch used for carrying 
wine]
BRAZA (+S) [n. A Spanish 
unit of length representing 
the reach of outspread arms, 
officially 1.67 meters in Spain 
and 1.73 meters in Argentina]
BRONCO (+S)
BURRITO (+S) [n. Little 
donkey]
BURRO (+S)
CABANA (+S) [n. Cabin]

CACHUCHA (+S)
CAFE
CAFETERIA (+S) [n. Coffee 
store]
CACHUCHA (+S) [n. A 
lively Spanish solo dance 
accompanied by castanets.]
CALABAZA (+S) [n. A 
pumpkin] 
CALO (+S) [n. A language 
spoken by Spanish Gypsies]
CAMPO (+S) [n. A grass 
plain with occasional stunted 
trees of South America, esp. 
of Brazil, (2) A square in an 
Italian or Spanish town]
CANASTA (+S)
CANTAR (+S)1 [n. A liquid 
measure in Spain, ranging 
from two and a half to four 
gallons - UK only]
CANTAR2 [v. To sing - UK 
only]
CANYON (+S)
CASA [n. House]
CASINOS
CAUDILLO (+S) [n. A 
military dictator]
CAVA (+S) [n. A Spanish 
sparkling wine]
CEREAL
CHALUPA (+S) [n. A 
concave fried corn tortilla 
spread with a savory or 
spicy filling]
CHAPARAJOS [n. Leather 
leggings worn by a cowboy 
over his pants to protect 
both the legs and the pants]  
CHAPARRAL (+S)
CHAQUETA (+S) [n. A 
jacket]
CHICA (+S)
CHICO (+S)

330 words
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EMBARGO (+ES, +ING, 
+ES)
EN
ENCHILADA (+S)
ES
ESPANOL (+ES)
EX
FACILE [Easy]
FAENA (+S) [n. Bullfighting 
moves]
FAJITA (+S) [n. A dish of 
marinated and grilled meat 
(beef, chicken, or shrimp) 
and served with a flour 
tortilla]
FAMILIAR [n. A family]
FAVOR [Please]
FIESTA (+S) [n. A festival]
FINAL
FLORAL [n. A flower]
FLOTILLA (+S)
FRIJOL (+ES) [n. A Mexican 
bean]
FRIJOLE (+ES) [n. Same as 
FRIJOL]
GARBANZO (+S) [n. A type 
of bean]
GAUCHO (+S) [n. A South 
American cowboy, esp. one 
from Argentina]
GORDITA (+S)
GENERAL
GITANO (+S) [n. A Spanish 
gypsy]
GLORIA [Glory]
GRACIOSO (+S) [n. A clown 
in a Spanish comedy]
GRAN
GRAVES
GRINGO (+S)
GUACAMOLE (+S) [n. A 
dish of mashed avocados 
mixed with chopped onions, 
tomatoes, chili peppers, 
seasonings, and sometimes 
with a dash of lemon juice 
(to preserve freshness)]
GUERRILLA (+S)

HA
HACIENDA (+S) [n. Cattle 
farm]
HAY
HE
HI
HISPANIDAD (+S) 
[Hispanics]
HOY (+S) [Today]
HUARACHE (+S) [n. A 
sandal with flat heels with 
woven leather straps, 
originally worn by Mexican 
Indians]
HUARACHO (+S) [n. Same 
as HUARACHE]
HUIPIL (+S or +ES) [n. A 
loose-fitting, embroidered 
tunic or blouse of Mexico 
and Central America]
ID
IDEAL
INFANTE (+S) [n. A Spanish 
prince who is not heir to the 
throne.]
INTI (+S)
IRIS
JAGUAR (+S)
JALAP (+S, +IC) [n. A 
Mexican plant]
JALAPEÑO (+S)
JALOP (+S)
JEFE (+S) [n. A boss, leader, 
or chief]
JOTA (+S) [n. A dance]
JUNCO
JUNTA (+S) [n. A military 
or political group ruling a 
country, esp. after a coup]
JUNTO (+S) [n. Same as 
JUNTA]
LA (+S)
LECHES
LEER
LIMA

CHOLLA (+S) [n.  A treelike 
cactus]
CHUBASCO (+S)
CHURRO (+S)
CHICANO (+S)
CHOCOLATE
CILANTRO (+S)
CINE
CINQUE (+S) [n. The 
number 5]
CIVIL
COCO
COLA
COLON (+ES)
COLOR
COMA [n. A type of plant]
COMER [v. To eat]
CON
CONDUCTOR
CONQUIAN [n. An early 
form of rummy]
CONQUISTADOR (+S or +ES) 
CONTRA (+S)
CORAL
CORRAL (+S)
CUATRO (+S) [n. Small 
guitar from Latin America]
DAIQUIRI (+S) [n. An 
alcoholic drink]
DATO (+S) [Fact]
DEFENDER [v. To defend]
DEL
DESPERADO (+S or +ES)
DIAMANTE (+S) [n. A 
diamond]
DICE
DINERO [Money]
DISCO
DIVISION
DO
DOCTOR
DONE
DOS [n. The number 2]
DOUBLOON (+S) [n. A 
former Spanish gold coin. 
From the Spanish word, 
“doblon”, meaning “double” 
(for the two headed coin)]
EL [The]
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LLAMA (+S) [n. A South 
American cud-chewing 
animal related to camels but 
smaller and lacking a hump]
LLANO (+S) [n. A plain]
LOBO [n. A wolf]
LOCO (+S)
LUNA (+S) [n. Moon]
LUNES [n. Monday]
MACHETE (+S)
MACHO [n. Male]
MADRE (+S) [n. Mother]
MAJOR [n. Mayor]
MAL [Evil - UK only]
MAMA
MANANA
MANGA
MANZANITA (+S)
MAQUILA (+S) [n. A foreign-
owned assembly factory in 
Mexico]
MARA (+S) [n. A rodent of 
Argentina]
MARACA (+S)
MARIACHI (+S)
MATADOR (+S)
MATE
MAYOR [Older]
ME
MENUDO (+S)
MESA [Table]
MIL [n. The number 1000]
MILES [pl. of mil (+The 
number 1000)]
MOLE
MONO [n. Monkey]
MONTES [n. Mountains]
MORAL
MOSQUITO (+S or +ES) [n. 
“Little fly”]
MOTOR
MU
NACHO (+S)
NADA (+S) [n. Nothing]
NO (+S)
OCOTILLO
OH

OLE (+S)
OLOROSO (+S) [n. A dark, 
dry or medium-dry, Spanish 
sherry]
ONCE [n. The number 11]
OREGANO (+S)
OX
PACA (+S) [n. (1) Bale, (2) 
A large burrowing rodent of 
Central and South America]
PADRE (+S or PADRI) [n. A 
Christian clergyman]
PAISANA (+S) [n. A female 
compatriot]
PALAPA (+S) [n. An open-
sided dwelling with a 
thatched roof of dried palm 
leaves]
PALOMINO (+S)
PAN [n. Bread]
PANAMA [n. A lightweight 
hat]
PANOCHA (+S) [n. A brown 
sugar from Mexico]
PAPA (+S)1 [n. Potato]
PAPA (+S)2 [n. (1) Father, 
(2) The pope (when the first 
letter is capitalized)]
PAR
PARADOR (+S or +ES) [n. A 
Spanish inn usually located 
in a castle, monastery, or 
other historical buildings.]
PARAMO (+S) [n. A plateau 
of South America mainly 
located in the NW corner of 
the continent]
PARLANTE
PASE (+S) [n. A one-handed 
maneuver in bullfighting] 
PASTEL [Pie]
PATIO (+S) 
PE
PEON (+S)
PESO (+S)
PICACHO (+S)
PICADILLO (+S)
PICADOR (+S or +ES)

PICANTE
PIE (+S) [n. Foot]
PIÑATA (+S)
PINTA (+S)
PINTO (+S)
PISCO (+S) [n. A colorless 
or yellowish-to-amber 
colored brandy made in 
Chile and Peru from distilling 
grape wine into a high-proof 
spirit]
PISTOLEER (+S)
PLAN
PLAZA (+S)
POCO
PODIA
PONCHO (+S) [n. A garment 
originally worn in South 
America, made of a thick 
piece of woolen cloth that is 
pulled over the head with a 
slit in the middle for the head 
to protect against rain, etc.] 
POZOLE (+S)
PRINCIPE (PRINCIPI) [n. 
The eldest son of a Spanish 
or Portuguese king]
PRONTO
PUEBLO (+S)
PULQUE (+S) [n. A thick, 
fermented Mexican drink 
made from juice of various 
agave plants, esp. the 
maguey]
PUMA (+S)
QUEBRACHO (+S)
QUESADILLA (+S)
QUID [Crux]
QUINA [n. A South American 
weedy plant widely cultivated 
for its edible starchy seeds]
QUINCE (+S) [n. The 
number 15]
QUINCEAÑERA [n. A 
celebration of a girl’s 15th 
birthday in the Americas, 
esp. south of the United 
States; originally a passage 
into adulthood - X only]
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TALES
TAMAL (+ES)
TAN
TANGO (+S) [n. A ballroom 
dance of Argentina]
TANGO (+ED, +ING, +ES) 
[v. To dance the TANGO]
TAPALO (+S) [n. A scarf 
worn in Latin-American]
TAPAS [n. Spanish 
appetizers often served with 
alcohol] 
TAQUERIA (+S)
TAXI
TELE (+S) [n. Television]
TEOCALLI (+S) [n. An Aztec 
terraced pyramid]
TEQUILA (+S) [n. A Mexican 
liquor made from fermented 
juices of an agave plant]
TOLEDO (+S) [n. A city in 
central Spain]
TOMATILLO (+S) [n. “Little 
tomato”]
TORTILLA (+S)
TORO (+S or +ES) [n. A bull]
TOSTADA (+S)
TOSTADO (+S)
TOSTONE (+S) [n. A 
Mexican dish]
TOTAL
TRES [n. The number three]
VALE
VALENCIA (+S)
VAPOR
VARA (+S) [n. A Spanish, 
Portuguese, and Latin-
American unit of linear 
measure varying from about 
81 to 109 centimeters]
VERONICA (+S) [n. A 
maneuver in bullfighting in 
which the matador stands 
with both feet fixed in 
position and swings the 
cape slowly away from the 
charging bull]

VERTIGO (+S or +ES)
VIA
VICUÑA (+S) [n. A small 
relative of the LLAMA]
VIGA (+S) [n. A ceiling beam 
in Spanish architecture]
VIGILANTE (+S) [n. 
Watchman]
VINO (+S) [n. Wine]
VISCACHA (+S) [n. A South 
America rodent]
VIZCACHA (+S) [n. Same 
as VISCACHA]
VOLANTE
XI
YA
YANQUI (+S)
YO
ZACATON (+S)
ZAMARRA [n. A sheepskin 
coat worn by Spanish 
shepherds]
ZANJA (+S) [n. An irrigating 
canal or ditch - UK only]
ZAPATA [n. Mexican 
revolutionary and guerrilla 
leader who led a revolt for 
agrarian reforms (1879?-
1919) - UK only]
ZAPATEADO (+S) [n. A tap 
dance]
ZARZUELA (+S) [n. (1) a 
Spanish traditional form of 
musical comedy or operetta, 
(2) A Spanish dish of various 
types of seafood cooked in a 
sauce]
ZORILLO (+S)
ZORRO (+S) [n. (1) A South 
American fox, (2) A fictional 
masked outlaw living in 
Spanish colonial California]

REMUDA (+S) [n. A herd 
of horses from which ranch 
hands select their mounts]
RENEGADO (+S or +ES) [n. 
A renegade]
RIOJA (+S) [n. A dry red 
wine from the Rioja region of 
northern Spain]
ROBLE (+S) [n. An oak tree]
RODEO (+S)
RUMBA (+S)
SABE
SABER [v. To know, 
understand, or comprehend]
SACATON (+S) [n. A 
Mexican grass]
SALSA (+S)
SAN [n. Saint]
SICARIO (+S) [n. A hired 
gunman or assassin, esp. in 
Latin America - UK only]
SEA
SEÑOR (+S)
SEÑORA (+S) [n. A married 
Spanish woman]
SEÑORITA (+S)
SI
SIERRA (+S)
SIESTA (+S)
SIN
SO
SOL [n. Sun]
SOLERA (+S) [n. A Spanish 
method of producing wine]
SOLO
SOMBRERO (+S)
SON
SOY
SUCRE (+S) [n. (1) Judicial 
capital of Ecuador, (2) A 
former monetary unit of 
Ecuador]
SUR [“South” - UK only]
SURF
TA
TABLA (+S)
TACO (+S)
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FRENCH
ABATTOIR (+S)
ABOIDEAU (+S or +X)
ABOIDEAU (+S or +X) [n. A dyke with a 
sluicegate that allows flood water to drain 
but keeps the sea water out. Actually the 
word is Canadian French]
ABOITEAU (+S or +X) [n. Same as 
ABOIDEAU] 
ABRI (+S) [n. A shelter, esp. one that is dug 
out of the earth]
ACAJOU (+S) [n. A type of mahogany used 
by cabinet-makers in France]
ACCOUCHEMENT (+S) [n. The process of 
giving birth to a baby]
ADIEU (+S or +X) [n. Farewell, goodbye]
AIGRETTE (+S)
AIGUILLE (+S)
AMADOU (+S) [n. A spongy, flammable 
substance prepared from bracket fungi and 
used as tinder]
AMI (+S) [n. A friend]
AMOUR (+S)
APERCU (+S) [n. (1) An intuitive insight, (2) 
A short synopsis or summary]
APLOMB [n. Confidence, Composure]
ARMAGNAC (+S) [n. A dry brandy distilled 
in the SW Armagnac district of France]
ARRONDISSEMENT (+S) [n. A municipal 
subdivision in some large French cities]
ARTISTE (+S)
AVOIRDUPOIS
BALANCER [v. To sway or swing]
BALLET (+S)
BANDEAU (+S or +X) [n. (1) A band worn 
on the head, (2) A bra]
BARRIQUE (+S) [n. A wine barrel, esp. a 
small one made of new oak]
BATEAU (+X) [n. A flat-bottomed boat]
BATTEAU (+X) [n. Same as BATEAU]
BATTU [adj. Pertaining to a ballet 
movement]
BEAU (+S or +X, +ISH) [n. Boyfriend]

BEAUCOUP (+S)
BÉCHAMEL (+S) [n. A white sauce made 
of flour, butter, and milk that serves as the 
base of most cheese sauces]
BEGUINE [n. A dance of French West 
Indian origin]
BIGUINE [n. Same as BEGUINE]
BIJOU (+S or +X or +TERIE)
BONNE (+S)
BOOCOO (+S)
BOOKOO (+S)
BORDEAUX [n. A red or white wine]
BORDEREAU (+X) [n. A detailed 
memorandum, esp. one that lists documents 
or accounts]
BOUCLE (+S)
BOUDIN (+S)
BOUDOIR (+S)
BOUFFE (+S)
BOUILLABAISSE (+S)
BOULEVARD (+S, +IER) 
BOULEVARDIER (+S)
BOUQUET (+S)
BOURDON (+S)

(ANTI+, POST+) BOURGEOIS

BOURGEOISE (+S)
BOURGEOISIE (+S)
BOURGEOISIFIED
BOURGEOISIFIES
BOURGEOISIFY (+ING) 
BOURGUIGNON (+NE) 
BOUTON (+S) [n. An enlarged end of a 
nerve fiber]
BOUTONNIERE (+S)
BOUVIER (+S)
BRAILLE (+S)
BRUT (+S) [n. A very dry champagne]
BUREAU (+S or +X)
BURGUNDY (BURGUNDIES) [n. A wine, 
usually of deep red color, named from the 
region of the same name in France]

380 words
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COGNAC (+S) [n. A brandy distilled from 
white wine and produced in the wine-
growing region surrounding the town of the 
same name]
COINTREAU (+S)
COMTE (+S) [n. A count]
CON [n. Idiot, jerk]
CONFRERE (+S)
CONSERVATOIRE (+S)
CONTÉ, Nicolas J. [n. (1) French chemist 
and inventor (1755–1805), (2) A hard, 
grease-free crayon used as a medium for 
artwork]
COQUET (+S, +RY, +TE, +TED, +TING, 
+TISH) [v. To talk or behave amorously, 
without serious intentions; to flirt]
COQUILLE (+S)
CORNICHON (+S)
CORPS [n. A military formation consisting of 
two or more divisions]
COTEAU (+S or +X) [n. The higher ground 
of a region, a hillside]
COTERIE (+S)
COUCHETTE (+S)
COULOIR (+S)
COURANTE (+S) [n. A 17th-century French 
dance characterized by running and gliding 
steps to an accompaniment in triple time]
COURT [adj. Short]
COUTEAU (+X)
CROCHET [n. Hook]
CROSSETTE (+S) [n. A projection at a 
corner of a door or window architrave - UK 
only]
DARTRE (+S) [n. Any skin disease 
characterized by scabby or flaky skin, such 
as herpes or eczema - UK only] 
DAUPHIN (+S) [n. French for dolphin, the 
word is sometimes used to indicate the 
eldest son of a French king]
DAUPHINE [n. The wife of a DAUPHIN]
DEBONAIR (+LY) [adj. Having a 
sophisticated charm]
DEBONAIRE [adj. Same as DEBONAIR]
DEBONAIRNESS (+ES)
DEBOUCH (+ED, +ING, +ES)
DEBOUCHE
DEDANS [n. (1) A screened gallery for 
spectators at the service end of a tennis 
match, (2) The body of spectators in such a 
gallery]

CABERNET (+S) [n. (1) A Bordeaux type of 
red wine, (2) A dry red wine made from the 
black grape variety Cabernet sauvignon]
CABINET (+S) [n. Office, Firm, Advisors, 
Surgery]
CADET (+S) [n. The younger son; adj. 
younger, junior]
CASSOULET (+S)
CENT [n. The numbder 100]
CEP (+S)  [n. Vine stock]
CÈPE  (+S) [n. French for the English 
word, CEP (a large edible mushroom with a 
smooth brown cap)]
CHABLIS [n. A dry white burgundy wine 
from Chablis in eastern France]
CHALUMEAU (+S) [n. An early woodwind 
instrument]
CHAMOIS (+ED, +ING, +ES)
CHAMOIX
CHAMPAGNE (+S) [n. A white sparkling 
wine originally made in the Champagne 
region of France]
CHAMPIGNON (+S) [n. A small edible 
mushroom] 
CHANTARELLE (+S) [n. A yellow edible 
mushroom - UK only] 
CHANTERELLE (+S) [n. Same as 
CHANTARELLE - UK only]
CHANSON (+S)
CHANSONNIER (+S)
CHANTEUSE (+S)
CHAPEAU (+S or +X)
CHASSÉ [n. A gliding step in which one foot 
is kept in advance of the other]
CHATEAU (+S or +X)
CHATEAUBRIAND (+S) 
CHAUSSURE (+S)
CHÈVRE [n. (1) Cheese made from goat’s 
milk, (2) French for GOAT]
CHEZ [prep. At or the home of]
CHIC
CHIGNON (+ED, +S)
CHORUS
CLAFOUTI (+S)
CLARET (+S) [n. A dry, dark purplish-red, 
Bordeaux or Bordeaux-like wine]
CLICHÉ (+S) [n. A trite or obvious remark, 
expression or response]
CLIENTÈLE (S) [n. Customers collectively]
CLOCHARD (+S)
COIFFEUR [n. A male hairdresser]
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DEJEUNER (+S)
DÉMARCHE [n. A decisive step or action]
DÉMENTI [n. An official denial]
DERAILLEUR (+S)
DERRIÈRE [n. (The) behind]
DEVOIR (+S)
DOMAINE (+S) [n. A vineyard in Burgundy]
DOUX [adj. Very sweet, of champagne]
DROIT (+S)
DUBONNET (+S) [n. (1) A sweet aromatic 
French wine, (2) A red color]
DUXELLES
EAU (+X) [n. Water]
EGLATERE (+S)
ENNUI
ENNUYE (+E)
EPICURE (+S)
ESCARGOT (+S) [n. An edible snail]
ESCRITOIRE (+S)
ESPAGNOLE (+S) [n. A brown sauce made 
from caramelized meats and vegetables 
and sometimes tomatoes - UK only]
ESPRIT (+S) [n. The quality of being lively, 
high-spirited, or witty]
ESTRAGON (+S)
ET [And]
ÉTUI (+S) [n. A small, often decorative case, 
esp. one for needles, cosmetics, toiletries, 
etc.]
ETWEE (+S) [n. obs. form of ÉTUI]
FABLIAU (+X) [n. A short metrical tale 
popular in medieval France]
FACILE [Easy]
FEU (+ED, +ING, +S)
FILET (+S) [n. (1) A net, (2) A lace with a 
square mesh and geometric designs, (3) A 
cut or slice of boneless meat or fish]
FILLE (+S)
FLAMBEAU (+S or +X) [n. A flaming torch, 
esp. one used in night processions]
FLIC (+S) [n. A police officer, esp. one from 
Paris]
FOND (+S, +ED, +ER, +EST)
FONDU (+E)
FORT [n. and adj. Same as FORTE]
FORTE (+S) [n. An strong asset of special 
worth or utility, adj. (1) Strong, (2) Loud 
(music)]
FOU
FRANC (+S)

FRANCIZE (+D, FRANCIZING, +S)
FRERE (+S)
FRICANDEAU (+S or +X) [n. A veal dish]
FRITES
FROMAGE (+S) [n. French for cheese]
FROTTAGE [n. Technique of reproducing a 
texture or relief design by laying paper over 
it and rubbing it with some drawing medium]
GASPEREAU (+X) [n. A North American 
fish. This word is Canadian French.] 
GATEAU (+S or +X) [n. A rich cake with 
layers of cream or fruit]
GAUCHE (+LY, +RIE, +EST) [adj. Lacking 
social graces]
GAVOT (+S) [n. An old French dance]
GAVOTTE (+S) [n. A high-stepping French 
dance]
GENDARME (+S, +RY)
GENDARMERIE (+S)
GENRE (+S) [Literally, “Kind” or “Style”]
GIGOT (+S)
GÎTE (+S) [n. A small furnished house in 
France]
GLACIS [n. A gentle slope extending down 
from a fortification]
GORMAND (+S) [n. One who loves to eat]
GORMANDISE (+ED, GORMANDISING, 
+ES) [v. To overeat]
GORMANDIZE (+ED, GORMANDIZING, 
+ES) [v. Same GORMANDISE]
GOURMET (+S)
GRATIN (+S) [n. A dish with a light browned 
crust consisting of browned crumbs and 
butter, often with melted grated cheese]
GRATINE [adj. Covered with a crust]
GRATINEE (+D, +ING, +S) [v. To cook food 
that is covered with a crust]
GRISETTE (+S)
HOLLANDAISE (+S) [n. A sauce made from 
butter, egg yolk, and lemon juice]
HARO [interj. A cry for help - UK only]
IDLESSE (+S)
JABOT (+S)
JACQUARD (+S)
JACQUERIE (+S) [n. A French peasants’ 
revolt, esp. when referring to the 1357 revolt 
against the nobles in northern France]
JAMB (+ED, +ING, +S)
JAMBE (+S)
JAMBEAU (+S, +X, or GIAMBEUX) [n. A 
piece of armor for the leg; GIAMBEUX is 
obsolete and UK only]
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JARDINIÈRE (+S) [n. A garnish of mixed 
vegetables]
JETE (+S)
JEU (+X) [n. A game; diversion]
JONGLEUR (+S)
JOUAL (+S)
JUS [n. A thin gravy or sauce made from 
meat juices, esp. in French cuisine]
KIR (+S) [n. A dry white wine or champagne 
flavored with crème de cassis]
LAME [n. Knife, Sword, Blade]
LANGOUSTE (+S)
LANGOUSTINE (+S)
LAPIN (+S)
LARGESSE (+S)
LEGER (+S)
LÉOTARD (+S)
LIEU (+S)
LIQUEUR (+S) [n. A strong, sweet alcoholic 
liquor, usually drunk after a meal]
LOUCHE
LOUIS [n. An old gold coin]
LOUVER
LOUVRE
LYCEE (+S)
LYONNAISE
MACON [n. A fine Burgundy wine, usually 
white and dry]
MACRAMḖ [n. The art of knotting cord 
or string in patterns to make decorative 
articles]
MADAME (+S)
MAILLOT (+S)
MAISONETTE (+S)
MANTEAU (+S or +X) [n. A cloak or mantle]
MARCHER [v. To walk, tread or trample]
MARRON (+S)
MARS [n. The month of March]
MASQUE [n. A mask]
MASSIF (+S)
MATCH
MATIN (+S)
MEMBRANE
MÉMÉ (+S)
MÉMENTO (+S)
MÉMO [n. Note]
MEMOIR (+S)
MENAGE (+S) [n. Household, the art of 
housekeeping]
MERLOT (+S) [n. (1) A variety of black wine 
grape originally from the Bordeaux region 
of France, (2) A dry red wine made from the 
Merlot grape]

MESDAMES
MEUNIERE (+S)
MIDI [n. The southern part of France]
MIGNON (+S) [n. A cut of beef]
MIGNONNE [adj. Small and delicate]
MILIEU (+S or +X) [n. An environment or 
setting]
MILLE (+S) [n. The number 1000]
MILLION (+S) [n. The number 1,000,000]
MIREPOIX [n. Finely diced mixed 
vegetables]
MODISTE (+S)
MOIRE (+S)
MÔME [n. Kid, brat]
MONSIEUR (+S)
MONTGOLFIER (+S) [n. French inventor 
who pioneered hot-air ballooning - UK only]
MORCEAU (+X) [n. A short composition in 
music or literature]
MOUCHOIR (+S)
MOUFFLON (+S)
MOUFLON (+S)
MOUSSE (+D, MOUSSING, +S) [n. (1) 
A rich, frothy, creamy dessert made with 
whipped egg whites and heavy cream, (2) 
An aerosol foam used to control and style 
the hair; v. To style with mousse]
MOUSSEUX [n. Sparkling wine; adj. (of 
wine) Sparkling]
MOUTON (+S)
MUSCADET (+S) [n. A dry white French 
wine]
MUSETTE (+S)
NAPOLEON (+S)
NAVARIN (+S) [n. A stew of lamb or mutton 
with vegetables]
NÉE
NICOISE
NOBLESSE (+S)
NOIR (+S, +ISH)
NOISETTE (+S)
NOM (+S)
NOUS (+ES)
NOUVEAU
NOUVELLE
NOYAU (+X) [n. A liquor made of brandy 
and fruit kernels]
NU [adj. Nude]
ORANGERIE (+S)
ORANGERY
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PURÉE [n. A pulpy mixture]
PURLIEU (+S or +X) [n. An outlying or 
neighboring area]
PUTOIS [n. (1) The European polecat, (2) A 
brush for painting pottery - UK only]
QUARTIER (+S)
QUATRE (+S)
RABBIN [n. A rabbi]
REGAL
REGIME (+S) [n. A system, esp. of a 
goverment]
RENTE (+S)
REPERTOIRE (+S)
REPERTORY
RÉSEAU (+S or +X) [n. (1) A net or mesh 
foundation for lace, (2) A filter screen for 
making color films, (3) A network of fine 
lines used by astronomers as a reference 
for measurements on star photographs]
RESERVOIR (+S)
RÉSUMÉ (+S)
RONDEAU (+X) [n. A French verse form of 
10 or 13 lines running on two rhymes]
RONDEL (+S)
RONDELET (+S)
RONDELLE (+S)
ROUILLE (+S)
ROULADE (+S)
ROULEAU (+S or +X)
ROULETTE (+D, ROULETTING, +S) 
[Literally, “little wheel”]
ROUSSEAU (+S)
ROUX [n. A mixture of fat and flour, heated 
and used as a basis for sauces]
SACCADE [n. A rapid, jerky movement of 
the eyes between positions of rest]
SALON (+S)
SALTIER (+S)
SALTIRE (+S)
SALUT [A greeting]
SANG [n. Blood]
SANS [adv. & prep. Without]
SAUTÉ [adj.  Fried quickly in a little hot fat]
SAUTOIR (+S) 
SAUTOIRE (+S) 
SAVANT (+S) [n. One with a high level of 
knowledge or skill]
SEMILLON (+S) [n. A variety of white wine 
grape grown in France]
SERVIETTE (+S)

OUPS [interj. Oops]
PAIN [n. Bread]
PALAIS [n. A palace]
PALE [n. Blade (on a oar or propeller)] 
PALET [n. A puck]
PANIER (+S)
PANNIER (+S)
PAPE [n. The Pope - UK only]
PAR
PARIS (+ES)
PASSEMENTERIE (+S) 
PASTIS (+ES)
PAYS [n. Country]
PEIGNOIR (+S)
PERDU (+ES)
PINOT (+S) [n. (1) Any of several purple 
or white wine grapes used especially for 
Burgundies and champagnes, (2) A white or 
red wine made from these grapes]
PISSOIR (+S)
PISTACHE (+S)
PISTE (+S)
PISTOLET (+S) [n. A handgun - UK only]
PLAFOND (+S)
PLAICE (+S)
PLATEAU (+S or +X, +ED, +ING, +S)
PLAGE (+S) [n. (1) A beach by the sea, 
esp. one at a fashionable resort, (2) An 
unusually bright region on the sun]
POILU (+S) [n. A French infantryman in 
World War I]
PORTMANTEAU (+S or +X) 
POUR [prep. For]
POURBOIRE (+S)
POURPARLER (+S)
POURPOINT (+S)
POUSSETTE (+S, POUSSETTING, +D)
POUTINE (+S)
PRAIRIE (+S) [n. A large open area of 
grassland, a meadow]
PRÉCIEUX  [adj. Something overly or 
excessively refined, esp. as of a man]
PRIEDIEU (+S or +X) [n. A kneeling bench 
designed for use by a person at prayer 
and fitted with a raised shelf on which the 
elbows or a book may be rested]
PROCHAIN
PROCHEIN
PTISAN (+S) [n. A nourishing drink, esp. a 
tea of herbs or barley] 
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SIEUR (+S)
SILHOUETTE (+S, +D)
SOIREE (+S)
SOMMELIER (+S) [n. A wine steward in a 
restaurant]
SON
SONNET
SOU (+S) [n. A former French coin]
SOUBISE (+S)
SOUBRIQUET (+S)
SOUFFLE (+S, +D or +ED)
SOUPCON (+S)
STADE (+S) [n. A stadium]
STARTER [Choke]
STÉRÉOTYPE (+S) [Late 18th century 
French]
SUAVE [adj. (1) Sweet, (2) Having a 
sophisticated charm]
TABLEAU (+S or +X)
TAILLE (+S) [n. A former French tax levied 
on the common people by the king or an 
overlord]
TAILLEUR (+S) [n. A woman’s tailored suit] 
TASSE (+S)
TERRASSE [n. A flat, paved area outside a 
French café]
TERROIR [n. The natural environment 
in which a particular wine is produced, 
including factors such as the soil, 
topography, and climate]
TISANE (+S)
TOILETTE (+S)
TONNEAU (+S or +X) [n. The rear seating 
compartment of an automobile]
TORCHON (+S)
TRANCHÉ [n. Literally “slice”]
TRAPÈZE (+S)
TRES (+S) [adv. Very, much, or greatly]
TROMPE (+S)
TROP
TROUSSEAU (+S or +X) [n. The clothes, 
household linen, and other belongings 
collected by a bride for her marriage]
TRUFFE (+S) [n. French for TRUFFLE]
TRUMEAU (+X) [n. A section of wall or a 
pillar between two openings, esp. a pillar 
dividing a large doorway in a church]
TUILLE (+S)
UN (+S)
VELOUTÉ (+S) [n. A white sauce made 
with a soup stock of vegetables and meat 
instead of milk. Word literally means 
“velvety”]

Counting in  French

ZERO - (0) - ZÉRO

ONE - (1) - UN

TWO - (2) - DEUX [X only]

THREE - (3) - TROIS

FOUR - (4) - QUATRE

FIVE - (5) - CINQ

SIX - (6) - SIX

SEVEN - (7) - SEPT

EIGHT - (8) - HUIT [X only]

NINE - (9) - NEUF [X only]

TEN - (10) - DIX [X only]

HUNDRED - (100) - CENT

THOUSAND - (1,000) - MILLE

MILLION - (1,000,000) - MILLION

VENUE (+S)
VERMOULU (+S) [adj. Worm-eaten]
VERT [adj. Green]
VICOMTE (+S)
VINAIGRETTE (+S)
VIRELAY (+S) [n. A medieval French verse 
form]
VITESSE (+S)
VOUSSOIR (+S)
VOUVRAY (+S) [n. A French white wine]
ZOUAVE (+S) [n. An Algerian infantryman in 
the French army]
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Polynesian
KAVA (+S) [n. A 
Polynesian shrub having 
heart-shaped leaves]
KAIKAI [n. Food, v. To eat - 
UK only]
LAVALAVA (+S) [n. A 
Polynesian garment]
LEHUA (+S) [n. A red 
flowered Polynesian tree]
PAREU (+S) [n. A Polynesian 
sarong]
PO [n. The Polynesian 
concept of darkness, night, 
and the netherworld, but 
not necessarily evil ; the 
counterpart to Ao (light, day, 
dawn, joy, etc.) - Not WWF]
TABOO (+ED, +ING, +S)
TABU (+ED, +ING, +S) [n. 
Same as TABOO]
TAPA (+S) [n. A highly 
decorated bark cloth]
TAPU [n. Something that 
is sacred or forbidden - UK 
only]
TATTOO (+ED, +ING, +S)
TATTOOER (+S)
TATTOOIST (+S) 
TIKI (+S) [n. (1) A large 
wooden image of a human 
figure, ancestor, or god, (2) 
A figurine representing an 
ancestor, often intricately 
carved from greenstone and 
worn about the neck as a 
talisman]
YAQONA (+S) [n. Same as 
KAVA (+S) - UK only]

Hawaiian
AA (+S) [n. A type of lava]
AALII (+S) [n. A small Hawaiian 
tree]
AHI (+S) [n. (1) Hawaiian 
yellowfin tuna, (2) Fire]
AI [v. To eat]
ALA [n. A trail or road]
ALOHA (+S) [n. A greeting]
HA (+S) [n. The number five]
HAKU [n. A crown of fresh 
flowers]
HAOLE (+S)
HONE [n. Honey]
HOPE [Last, after, or behind] 
HULA (+S) [n. A Hawaiian 
dance]
KA 
KAHUNA (+S) [n. A priest, 
skilled person, or an expert in a 
certain field]
KALE [n. A free man]
KAMAAINA (+S) [n. A resident 
of Hawaii]
KANAKA (+S) [n. A human]
KANE (+S) [n. Hawaiian god of 
light]
KAPA (+S) [A Hawaiian cloth]
KAPU (+S) [n. Forbidden acts 
in daily life due to sacredness 
of a sacredness associated with 
them; the Hawaiian version of 
taboos]
KOA (+S) [n. (1) A large 
flowering tree native to Hawaii, 
(2) Elite warriors of Hawaii]
LA [Sun]
LANAI (+S) [n. A Hawaiian 
porch]
LEI (+S)
LIKE [Similar]
LIMA (+S) [n. (1) An arm, (2) 
The number five] 
LUAU (+S)
MAHIMAHI (+S) [n. A Hawaiian 
fish]
MAILE [n. A Hawaiian flowering
vine]

Seeing some letters repeat? The Hawaiian 

alphabet has only 13 letters in it: A, B, D, 

E, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, R, T, U, V, W. Some 

resources erroneously omit the letter “V”.

MALIHINI (+S) [n. A newcomer 
to Hawaii]
MANA (+S) [Spiritual power]
MOKE [Born of]
NAPE [v. To rise and fall as in 
ocean waves or breathing]
MUMU (+S)
MUUMUU (+S)
NENE (+S) [n. The Hawaiian 
state bird]
OHIA (+S) [n. A flowering tree in 
Hawaii]
OKE [n. A deer lover]
ONO (+S or ONO) [(1) A large 
mackerel, (2) The number six, 
(3) Good to eat]
OO (+S) [n. An extinct Hawaiian 
bird - UK only]
PA [To begin]
PAHOEHOE (+S) [n. Hi. word for 
smooth rock formed from lava]
PALI (+S) [n. A cliff in Hawaii]
PAPA [n. (1) A foundation or 
a flat surface, (2) [Hawaiian 
goddess of creation]
PEA [n. An avocado]
PELE (+S) [n. Hi. goddess of 
volcanoes]
PILI (+S) [n. A Hawaiian grass]
POI (+S) [n. A Hawaiian dish]
POKE [n. A raw fish salad 
served as an appetizer in 
Hawaiian cuisine]
PUPU (+S) [n. A bite-size 
appetizer]
SAIMIN (+S) [n. A noodle dish]
UKELELE (+S)
UKULELE (+S) 
VAHINE (+S) [n. Same as 
WAHINE]
WAHINE (+S) [n. A woman or a 
female surfer]
WAHOO (+S) [n. A large 
mackerel - same as ONO]
WAHOO (+S)
WAI (+S) [n. Water - UK only]
WIKI [adj. Fast]
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My Last Words

Hope you enjoyed the book!

You can purchase additional copies of this book 
and other titles by going to:

http://LeftHandedDragon.wordpress.com/

and click on the BUY MY BOOKS button 

(or)

www.TheNewChessPlayer.com/buy_book.html

Have a comment or suggestion? Have a list of 
words you want to see in print?
 
You can contact me by emailing me at

Rob@TheNewChessPlayer.com

Rob Escalante
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